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How to install cacti 0.8.8 with on Ubuntu 12.04
Cacti Installation
This tutorial show you how to install cacti 0.8.8b on Ubuntu 12.04 server
edition. It will then take you through the install of the cacti plugins Weathermap,
thold, and Discovery. Weathermap is used to show a graphical representation of
your network and the amount of data that is moving on the network. Thold will
act similar to nagios and will notify you when something is not functioning
properly on your network. Discovery ping all the ip’s on your network and
attempts to access them with your SNMP strings.
Please note that the $ is not part of the commands. Some commands take more
than one line so the $ simply shows where the next command begins.
Get Server updates
$ sudo aptget update
$ sudo aptget upgrade
Install Cacti Dependencies. During this process it will ask you to create a root
password for mysql. Be sure to do it.
$ sudo aptget install php5 php5mysql php5snmp
php5gd mysqlserver apache2 rrdtool snmp snmpd
Download and extract cacti. Rename the folder to cacti and chown the directory
to wwwdata.
$ cd /var/www
$ sudo wget
http://www.cacti.net/downloads/cacti0.8.8b.tar.gz
$ sudo tar xvzf cacti0.8.8b.tar.gz
$ sudo mv cacti0.8.8b cacti
$ sudo chown R wwwdata:wwwdata cacti
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Setup mysql database and cacti user password.
$ cd cacti
$ mysql u root p
mysql> create database cacti;
mysql> GRANT ALL ON cacti.* TO cactiuser@localhost
IDENTIFIED BY ‘ThisIsMyCactiPassword’;
mysql> flush privileges;
mysql> exit;
$ mysql u root cacti < cacti.sql p
$ sudo nano include/config.php
In the config.php file, change the username and password to the same username
and password that you setup in mysql.
$database_type = "mysql";
$database_default = "cacti";
$database_hostname = "localhost";
$database_username = "cactiuser";
$database_password = "ThisIsMyCactiPassword";
$database_port = "3306";
$database_ssl = false;
Restart Apache
$ sudo service apache2 restart
Setup the cron job
$ sudo crontab u wwwdata e
Add the highlighted line to the end of the crontab
# For more information see the manual pages of
crontab(5) and cron(8)
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#
# m h dom mon dow command
* * * * * php5 /var/www/cacti/poller.php
From this point on, you will finish setting up cacti from the browser. Point your
browser to server_ip_address/cacti

After going through the setup, you will be prompted to login. The default login
information is
User Name: admin
Password: admin

After logging in, you will be forced to change the password.
Next we will update the poller interval. We will decrease it from the default five
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minutes to only one minute. In the configuration section, go to Settings then
click the Poller tab. The Poller Interval and Cron Interval should both be set to
Every Minute.

Congratulations! You have successfully installed cacti.

Cacti setup
Now that cacti is installed, we can start getting everything ready for our data.
Graph Trees
The first step should be to add graph trees. On the console tab in the
Management section find “graph trees” and select it. There will already be one
tree that is created that is the default tree, you can delete it and start new or rename
it. The tree layout will depend mainly on the organizational structure of your
district. If all the techs throughout your district have rights to view all of the
graphs in the district, then you can create one main tree and branch the schools
from that tree. If some of the techs have permissions to only view a specific
school, then you might want to consider creating several main trees, one for each
location. Tree items will be sublocations, you can go in as many layers as
needed. Later, we will make each host/device be a leaf to the tree.
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User Management
Next you can create all the rules for the users that should have rights to cacti.
This is in the Utilities section under “User Management”. To add a new user
click “Add” in the top right corner. Fill out all of the users information and be
sure to enable the account. In this example, we are giving a user the ability to
only view graphs. After clicking the create button, we will have more options as
to specify which tree this user has rights on.

After creating the user, we can see that the graph permissions tab is now
available. By default, all of the graphs will be disabled to the user. To allow this
user to see a specific tree, you can allow the graph permissions by graph, device,
and template. Then deny the tree permissions and add just those that this user
should have access to.
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SNMP
Before discussing devices, we need to briefly discuss SNMP. SNMP stands for
Simple Network Management Protocol. It is the protocol used to query your
devices. It can be set to be readonly, meaning that it can not modify any settings
on any switch or server that you query. In order to keep your information safe,
SNMP requires a community string (a password) when making the query. Every
device has a different way to install SNMP. The best way to set up your devices
would be to google it. A few examples are “Cisco SNMP configuration”,
“Windows SNMP setup”, “SNMP on Ubuntu Server”. With a little searching,
you will find several SNMP setup guides. You will want to document these
methods and save the best ones in your favorites for easy access in the future.
Remember that not every device has SNMP capabilities and that at times other
methods will be used.
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Devices
Next, under the management section click on devices. Go ahead and add a
device. All you will need is the ip address of the device and the community
string as discussed above. After clicking on create, scroll to the top and “create
graphs for this host” You will be presented with a list of graphs that are available
for the template that you are using. When done selecting, click “create” at the
bottom.
Now let’s make our graph visible. Go back to the graph trees and choose the tree
where you want this host to show up. Click Add on the right. Choose the
parent item and select “host” from the tree item type. The select the host. This
will add all of the graphs that you created for that host to the specified tree.
What’s best is that you won’t have to go back and add graphs individually if you
decide to create more graphs for that host.
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Now you should have the knowledge of how to create trees, users, and devices
on cacti. Go ahead and add a few devices.
Templates
As you probably noted while adding devices, there are only a few common
devices that come standard with cacti. For this reason, cacti has also developed a
way to add “templates” to your configuration. Templates are created by cacti
users and then shared online. To browse through the templates, go to
http://docs.cacti.net/templates.

Even though that is the official repository, don’t stop looking there if you can’t
find what you want. The cacti forums are full of templates and scripts that people
are willing to share. Google is your friend.

Each template should contain installation instructions. Be sure that any scripts
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that you add are chowned to the wwwdata user so that they can run. It is
the easiest thing to forget and easiest thing to fix.

Thold Setup
Now we will setup the cacti plugin Thold. This is the plugin that gives you the
ability to receive alerts the next time that anything goes wrong with your
network. To install the plugin, ssh into your cacti server and navigate to the cacti
plugins folder. Then you simply download and unzip. The thold plugin
requires the settings plugin to run so we will download that one too.
$ cd /var/www/cacti/plugins
$ sudo wget
http://docs.cacti.net/_media/plugin:settingsv0.711.tg
z
$ sudo wget
http://docs.cacti.net/_media/plugin:tholdv0.5.0.tgz
$ sudo tar xvzf plugin\:tholdv0.5.0.tgz forcelocal
$ sudo tar xvzf plugin\:settingsv0.711.tgz
forcelocal
Make sure that you also change the owner of the downloaded files to wwwdata
$ sudo chown R wwwdata:wwwdata *
Now if we log back into cacti, we should be able to go to the configuration
section to “Plugin Management” To finish the installation, click the blue arrows
under “Actions” You then can enable and start using Thold.

You will immediately see two new options under the Management section.
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Notification List and Thresholds. Lets go ahead and open Notification List and
take a look around. A notification list is just a list of people that can be notified
when a device goes down. Before creating any lists you should know that there
is already a “global list” that exists. The global list will hold all of the admins
over the entire organization. In order to modify the “global list” you must go to
Configuration:Settings > Thresholds. Find Emailing Options:Dead Host
Notifications Email and add any superadmin email addresses separated by
commas.

The “Global List” is the “Dead Host Notification Email”
Go ahead and add some users to the global list. We will wait until we talk about
Thresholds before we create any other groups.
After you are done with the global list, go into devices and pick a device that you
added previously. You will now notice in the General Host Options section that
there is a Thold Up/Down Email Notification. The global list is the default
option, you can change this for any host that also needs to notify the local techs
that a host is down.

In most cases, you will probably want to email the global list but you still have
the option of using a notification list.

Even though these are designed for sending emails, there might be a way to also
get a text message. Go to
http://www.emailunlimited.com/stuff/sendemailtophone.htm and find out
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your phones “email address” Many providors have a way to email to text.
“Dead Hosts”
The default definition for a dead host is a failure count of two consecutive times.
These settings can be changed if you go to Configuration:Settings > Poller. If
you scroll to the bottom of this page you will see the Host Up/Down Setting.
Mail setup
Next we will configure mail settings. Go to Configuration:Setting > Mail / DNS
and in all of your mail settings. Next you will be able to check if your mail is
configured correctly. After you are done making the config changes, click
“Save” at the bottom. After saving you should be able to “Send a Test Email” at
the top of the same page. Note that if the sending/receiving email are the same,
your mail program may not notify you that you got a new message.
If you want to modify the emails that you get from cacti (Maybe to optimize
them as a text message) then go to Configuration:Settings > Thresholds and
scroll down to the Emailing Options section. You can then modify these
messages to your needs.

Custom Thresholds
As of now, we have only talked about the host being up or down. Thold can
also notify you if a custom threshold has been exceeded. To create a custom
Threshold, go to Management:Thresholds and click “Add” in the top right
corner. You will then have to specify the host, graph, and source.
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Creating a custom threshold is pretty straightforward. The threshold type that we
will most likely use is “High / Low Values.” “High / Low” allows you to specify
warning and alert values. One good example is if you were monitoring the
humidity of your server room. You would specify Alert values of when the air is
too humid and when the air is too dry. You would also specify warning values
for when these values are being approached. You then have Alert and Warning
email lists. Unfortunately, it doesn’t appear that you can use the notification lists
(Including the global list) that we talked about earlier. If you have several techs
that need to be notified then you may want to consider creating a google group
and sending all the notifications there instead of using the builtin notification
lists. In the end it may be easier to maintain instead of having to modify each
threshold individually.
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Just think of the Threshold being breached when the polled value climbs above
or falls below the set warning/alert values.

Weathermap setup
As with other plugins, you’ll need to download the plugin and put it into your
plugins directory. Also make sure that it is chowned to the wwwdata user.
$ cd /var/www/cacti/plugins
$ sudo wget
http://www.networkweathermap.com/files/phpweathermap
0.97c.zip
$ sudo aptget install unzip
$ sudo unzip phpweathermap0.97c.zip
$ sudo chown R wwwdata:wwwdata weathermap
$ sudo nano weathermap/editor.php
In order to make the weathermap browser editor available, we have to enable it.
Change the false to a true and save the file. The reason that the editor is not
activated by default is because it does not fall under cacti’s login umbrella. This
means that anybody would be able to get into the editor without logging in.
Next we will fix this by using apache’s .htaccess to require a username/password
to get into the editor.
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// so that you can't have the editor active, and not
know about it.
$ENABLED=true;
if(! $ENABLED)
{
Back on the browser, we want to navigate to the Configuration:plugin
Management section. You will then see Weathermap listed with a blue arrow
pointing down. Click the blue arrow to finish the installation. After clicking on
the blue arrow, you will see that the weathermap tab is created.
Apache .htaccess
Now we will fix the security for the Editor. We will create an .htaccess file and
an .htpasswd file. We will then make a change to our apache config then we’ll
be set.
$ sudo nano /var/www/cacti/plugins/weathermap/.htaccess
AuthUserFile /var/apacheAccess/.htpasswd
AuthType Basic
AuthName "Weathermaps Editor"
Require validuser
$ sudo mkdir /var/apacheAccess
$ sudo nano /var/apacheAccess/.htpasswd
The .htpasswd file is a list of usernames and hashed passwords. Each
username/password combo has to be on it’s own line. An example .htaccess file
looks like this.
sam:$apr1$BTs4OvSd$deLuVBUqrlBc/AFnwxBwY0
john:$apr1$fM1SgEZG$Mwmhag6bj8YGwW6KyA44Y/
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To make your .htaccess file, go to google and type in “htpasswd generator.” The
first few results should all work. The generator will ask for your username and
password and when you submit, it will create the htpasswd line. All you should
have to do is copy the text and paste it into your .htpasswd file. Remember that
each entry should be on its own line.

Next chown the files to wwwdata and make sure that they can be run by
wwwdata.
$ sudo chown wwwdata:wwwdata
/var/apacheAccess/.htpasswd
$ sudo chown wwwdata:wwwdata
/var/www/cacti/plugins/weathermap/.htaccess
$ sudo chmod 655 /var/apacheAccess/.htpasswd
$ sudo chmod 655
/var/www/cacti/plugins/weathermap/.htaccess
To finish up, we will have to make the change to the apache setup.
$ sudo nano /etc/apache2/sitesavailable/default
In the <Directory /var/www/> section, be sure to change the AllowOverride to
All.
<Directory /var/www/>
Options Indexes FollowSymLinks MultiViews
AllowOverride All
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Order allow,deny
allow from all
</Directory>

After that we can save and exit and restart apache. Now whenever we try to open
the editor, it will require a password before letting us continue.
$ sudo service apache2 restart
Weathermaps
Let’s create our first weathermap. In the browser on the weathermap tab, open
the editor which is found in the bottom right corner. We will create a new map,
we will use this map as a template for the rest of our maps. Name this one
template.conf and click “create.” The .conf is required.

After creating the template, the editor will open. Take a moment to look through
all the options at the top of the editor. The first thing that you should change is
the size. Select “Map Properties” at the top. Adjust the map size to be slightly
smaller than the size of your screen, this will allow us to use the entire screen to
build our map. At this point, any image that you set as the map background will
resize the map to fit that image. If you really want to use a background, it would
be best to create a custom sized image and upload it to your server.
After changing the size of the map, take a look at the other options in Map
Properties and in Map Style. You will also want to add a legend and possibly
reposition the Timestamp. When you are done with your template, click
“Change File” in the top left corner.
Next we will create a new map based on our template. Give this map a
descriptive name without spaces and make sure it ends with .conf. As soon as it
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opens, go to “Map Properties” and change the map title. This title can have
spaces. Now, start to add a few nodes. You can do this by clicking Add Node
in the top left and then clicking anywhere on your canvas. Don’t worry too
much about placement because nodes can be moved. These nodes will represent
the hosts on your network whether they be servers, access points, switches, or
anything else. Just think about the layout of your network. As you create these
nodes, be sure to give them descriptive labels which can be accessed by clicking
on the node. The example below shows my “Test Switch” node. Later we will
discuss customizing the nodes.

After you get a few nodes in place, start creating links between them. To do this
click “Add Link” then click on the first node and then the second. After the link
is created, you can click on the link to open the Link Properties. The maximum
bandwidth is your pipe size. The Data Source is the graph that this link will
retrieve its data from. You will then be able to find your switch and select the
port that you are monitoring. Pay close attention to your inputs and outputs
because one nodes input is the other nodes output.
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After we create the link and add the data, we won’t see anything different on the
graph. The percentages will still remain 0.00% while in the editor. We will have
to go back to cacti to actually see data flowing on the network.
You should now be able to do the basics of adding nodes and creating links
between your nodes. Go ahead and start laying out your network and graphing
the data that is flowing across it. Although we are not all the way done with
weathermaps, we can at this point create a fully functional map. We will next
talk about adding some neat features to the maps like customized nodes and
mouseover graphs.
Customizing Weathermap Nodes
This section is not required but it will show how a little bit of work can make our
graphs look a lot better.
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We will create a short script that will allow us to download an image from the
internet, resize it, make it transparent, and drop it in our weathermap images
folder while taking care of all the permissions for us. This script will use
imagemagick so we will start by installing this.
$ sudo aptget install imagemagick
$ cd /var/www/cacti/plugins/weathermap/images
$ sudo mkdir scripts
$ sudo chown wwwdata:wwwdata scripts
$ cd scripts
$ sudo nano getImage
Now with nano, write the following script.
#!/bin/bash
DOWNLOAD="$1"
SIZE="$2"
OUTPUT="$3"
wget $DOWNLOAD O tempImage

convert tempImage transparent white resize $SIZE $OUTPUT

chown wwwdata:wwwdata $OUTPUT
mv $OUTPUT ../
rm tempImage
The script that you just made will copy an image from the internet and turn all
the white part of the image transparent. It will then resize the image and put it in
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the weathermap images folder. It will take care of chowning the downloaded
picture file for you.
Now make this script executable and change the owner of the script.
$ sudo chown wwwdata:wwwdata getImage
$ sudo chmod 755 getImage
Ok, you’re set. To run this script you must provide the url of the image you
want to download, the size you want, and the output name. Be sure that all of
your outputs are in the png form. Now you can do a google search for the image
that you want. Try to find ones with a white background.
$ sudo ./getImage [image URL] [width]x[height] [output
name ending in .png]
Here is an example.
$ sudo ./getImage www.example.com/image.jpg 80x80
output.png
The next time that you refresh your editor you will see that you can change the
node “Icon Filename” that is found in the Node Properties to your new image
that you just created. You will also notice that the label covers the image, to fix
this select the node again and click edit. Add LABELOFFSET S to the
configuration. This will move the label below the icon.
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Go ahead and download a few images and go in and make any changes to your
nodes that you want to.
Weathermaps MOUSEOVER effect
Now we will setup our weathermaps to show the graph when you hover over the
link between the nodes. The first thing you need to verify is that the “HTML
Style” is set to Overlib. This is found in the Map Style section of the editor. By
default, it appears that the HTML Style is set to Overlib however it is not in the
actual config file yet until you click “submit”

You can verify that the change is actually in your config by opening your config
and checking it there. Go to the configs directory and nano your config file to
make sure.
$ cd /var/www/cacti/plugins/weathermap/configs
$ ls
You will then see a list of config files. Type in nano and the name of the file.
$ sudo nano example.conf
# Automatically generated by phpweathermap v0.97c
WIDTH 900
HEIGHT 725
HTMLSTYLE overlib
TITLE District Office

If you see the HTMLSTYLE overlib in there, then you are set. After we leave
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the editor and return to cacti, we will be able to see the hover effect of the graphs.

VIA
Via could be very useful in the design of your weathermaps. Via allows you to
change the links from straight lines into curved lines. This allows you to get
around objects or even allows you to create two links between nodes and be able
to see the data from both nodes. Via is found in the Link Properties box at the
bottom. Again, to access the Link Properties, just click a link. After selecting
via, your mouse will turn into crosshairs and you will be able to select a location
on your graph for that link to travel through.
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You can add more than one via point for the link by hardcoding it into the
configuration. Click on “Edit” at the bottom of Link Properties and on the Edit
Map Object box you can add another VIA point. You will probably have to
play around with it to get them in the perfect spots. Whenever your mouse is a
set of crosshairs, you will be able to see the coordinates and can use that to make
placement easier.

Adding graphs to cacti.
After creating your graphs, you will want to jump onto the weathermaps tab but
will be only disappointed to see the message “You Have No Maps”. No need to
worry at this point. Go back to the console tab and go to
Management:Weathermaps. In the top right corner click Add.

You will then be presented a list of all the maps you created. Go ahead and click
Add by each of them. Now when you go to the weathermap tab, you will see
the message that the map hasn’t been created yet. Wait 5 or 10 minutes and your
map will be created. Make sure that you try out the Mouseover effect on the
links.
When Nodes represent Networks.
Oftentimes you will run into the case where a node represents a network. For
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example, in your district, you will have the backbone of your network. You will
be able to see all of the schools and the amount of data flowing to/from them.
Now we will briefly discuss if you wanted to be able to click on a node and show
you that schools network. When you have at least two weathermaps formed and
added to cacti, you will notice that each map will have its own unique url. To be
sure you are in the right spot, go to cacti and then click the weathermap tab.
Now when you click on a graph, you will see that graphs url. (Note that if you
change maps at this point, the url of the first map that you clicked will stay in the
address bar. You will have to click the weathermap tab to reset this in order to
get another maps url)

Now, copy the url of the subnetworks map. In this example you would copy
the url of the schools weathermap. Now return to the editor and open the district
configuration. You can then click on the node that represents the specific school
and paste the url in the Info URL section. Now you can save it and return to the
cacti weathermaps tab and try it out. If everything goes right, you should be able
to navigate your maps just by clicking on the nodes.
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Discovery Plugin
The last plugin that we will discuss makes finding hosts to add to cacti very
simple. In short, the plugin will ping all the addresses on your network and if it
gets a response, it will try to access them with a list of community strings that you
give it. It will even tell you the hosts name and all the information about the host
if it gets a positive match with a community string.
Install this plugin like you did the other plugins.
$ cd /var/www/cacti/plugins
$ sudo wget
http://docs.cacti.net/_media/plugin:discoveryv1.51.tg
z
$ sudo tar xvzf plugin\:discoveryv1.51.tgz
forcelocal
$ sudo chown R wwwdata:wwwdata discovery/
Now return to the browser and go to plugin management to finish installing it.
By clicking on the circle with the arrow in it.
After it is all the way installed, we will have to configure it before first use.
Go to Configuration:Settings and click on the Misc tab. Fill out as much
information that you can. You can enter in more than one SNMP community by
separating them with a colon ‘:’. I strongly suggest making sure public and
private are in the list so you know which hosts have the default community
strings and need to be changed. Also make sure that you change the Poller
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Frequency from disabled. This will allow us to run the poller manually for the
first time.

After you have as much as you can filled out save your changes and return to
your SSH session to run the poller manually.
$ cd discovery
$ sudo php findhosts.php d f
The poller will then proceed to ping all of the addresses and will try all the
community strings that you have given it. It will try both versions of SNMP too.
As soon as it is done, you can return to the browser and go to the Discovery tab.
You should see the list populated with devices on your network. Go ahead and
add the ones that you need to monitor.
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This concludes this tutorial on cacti and a few if its plugins. The best way to
become familiar with cacti is to jump in with both feet. Even though this training
wasn’t a complete training on cacti, it should have given you the ability to
navigate cacti and add plugins. You should refer to your maps/graphs often,
especially while troubleshooting things such as slow networks.

